
ADMISSIONS WORK TEAM AUDIO 

Monday, July 14, 2014 

10:00 am 

 

 

CALL IN NUMBER 1 (800) 893-8850  PARTICIPANT PIN 6384637 

 

Attendees: 

UAA-Peggy, Eric, Charese, Mike Smith, Lacy 

Kenai-Julie 

Kodiak- 

Mat-su-Sandy 

UAF-Libby, Mike Earnest, Jennifer H., Mary Kreta 

UAS-Barbara, Deema 

SW-Mary, Arthur, Jane 

 

 

‘Come Home Alaska’ Initiative: 

 

1- Program starts this fall and continues through the next academic year-yes, begins Fall 14. 

2- Tracking - we will need a special code for this as we want to be able to determine who has attended under this program. Suggest L, for legacy. Sunset on this 

initiative? Mentioned that it’s a 2 year program only. Offer to current students? Continuing students that are here as a non-resident could be eligible. Mary to ask 

about grandfathering-will report back to this group. L   Additional discussion about Legacy field in banner-could use to track these folks. Further discussion by the 

Admissions team at a future team meeting.  

 

3 - This needs a uniform process for validating eligibility regardless which university they are attending (the President's memo offers some guidance). 

Mary Gower-residency form changes? Declaring my intent to remain in AK indefinitely…Presidents memo does not require that.  Add an Option D? Mike B Smith 

agrees to take a look at rewording the signature on the current residency form. 

 

Student qualifying under this exemption must move to and reside in the state of Alaska during their course of study. Recommend to our Chancellor’s that we allow the 

students to continue on as residents after the sunset of the program. 

Kinds of proof discussed: 

Birth certificates and Court documents (accept faxes-require official docs only?) 

UAA currently accepts faxes.  

Grandparents able to provide a letter that is notarized?  

Parents may not be a resident but the grandparent can be.  Parent or grandparent-OR not AND. 

 

Note the following from legal counsel:  

"The waiver is not limited to undergraduate tuition as phrased.  The waiver requires that the student demonstrate a living parent, grandparent or great grandparent 

currently residing in AK." 

 

4 - We will need to share the implementation plan that is developed so that the President, Chancellors and other Executives are kept informed.  Additionally, expect 

that each university will need to report progress individually to their Chancellor and that those three reports will be combined and sent to the President and other key 

stakeholders. 

 

Include Mary G on reporting so she can keep SSC informed as well. Any decisions made regarding this program need to be documented. 

 

5 - How will we 'notify' current students of this program? 

UAF-internal and external communication being developed 

UAA-still discussing  

Continue this portion of the discussion Monday July 21 

General feeling is that this will continue if successful. 

 

6 - What office on their campus will students be able to call for questions?  

UAF-Recruit team 474-7500 

UAA-Mike Smith Office of Student Information 786-1480 



UAS-Admissions and Records-general phone number 796-6100 

 

7 - The Summit team named this program "Come Home Alaska" 

 

8 - Reporting - Chancellors are responsible for tracking and reporting the usage of this waiver per the regulation the President established last year. 

 

 

Additional meeting scheduled for Monday, July 21 @ 10:00am to finalize this discussion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


